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EVV Compliance Report 17.37 

 
EVV Compliance means that the aide completed the visit electronically using either EVV GPS app at the patient home or called from an 

approved number associated with the patient at the beginning and end of the visit. Compliance of your staff is important because it means that 
those visits were done with EVV according to specifications. Billing must match EVV, and EVV compliance is essential to get all of your billing if visits 
that are not done with EVV will not be paid by the payer. 

To use the EVV Compliance report, choose your timeframe to find out the exact percentage of compliance level for each of your staff. We 
recommend running for one or two weeks previous to today so you can get a picture of which staff need remediation in order to get them to 
comply with EVV.  

Use the EVV Employee Compliance Summary to find out statistic compliance levels for aides who are using EVV. You can run this report as 
often as you wish. It's intended to help those providers who have not reached 100% compliance from all employees yet. 
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Below is a list of what each column means. 

Header  Meaning  What you need to do about it 

# of Pats Quantity of patients scheduled over timeframe   

 #Scheduled Quantity of visits scheduled over timeframe Note this is the total number scheduled. 

 OK GPS Number of visits that were done in EVV app that had GPS on Import & bill visits. 

 OK Telephony Quantity of telephony visits that were EVV Import & bill visits. 

 Cancelled Cancelled visits Nothing--these do not count toward percentages. 

 Missed  Quantity of visits missed 
Contact the aide to find out why they missed. If there is an 
issue preventing them from making visits with EVV, solve the 
problem.* 

 Edited Quantity of visits that office staff have edited. You can alter future schedules as needed to make up for time 
missed. 

 Early Quantity of visits with early clockout. You can alter future schedules as needed to make up for time 
missed. 

Error GPS Start and/or end were not done at patient home. Contact aide and remind that they can only start and finish 
the visit at the patient home. 

Error Telephony Telephony visits not done from patient phone or forgot to 
clock out 

Document why patient phone is not being used for audit 
purposes, or add number to chart if valid. If aide is forgetting 
to clock out  

 OK% % of compliance for this time period If aide's compliance is low, find out why and solve the 
problem. 

* How to solve EVV issues: use the EVV Administrator Guide. 
 
The report provides a list of statistics for each staff for that timeframe, as well as a percentage of compliance.  
 
If the employee no longer sees the patient, Stop the aide plan. 
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Compliance is calculated by comparing the number of scheduled visits to the number completed with EVV. If a patient has 
extra visits scheduled because aides rotate on weekends (for example), you can clean that up by removing extraneous visits 
from the schedule. 
 
In the example report below, the employees at the top have 0% compliance, meaning that they are not using EVV at all. These 
are the employees who need to be contacted immediately to find out why they are not using EVV and solve the problems. 
 
The employees at the bottom of the report have 100% compliance, meaning they used EVV for all their visits and completed 
all scheduled visits. Those employees are compliant, which is the goal for each employee. 
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EVV Pre-Billing Audit Report: 17.37 
 
If you just want to find problems that might affect billing, you can check "Skip EVV Verified, Missed and Cancelled".  
You can also uncheck Show Early Clock out and EVV flagged. 
 
Run this report after EVV Visits have been cleaned up but before you import visits for billing. 
 

 
 


